
Understanding 

Your Hair 

Keeping Up With Your Crown 101



Relaxer: type of lotion or cream generally used by people with tight curls or very curly hair which makes hair easier to straighten by chemically "relaxing" the natural curls



Perm:

a hairstyle produced by setting the hair in waves or curls and then treating 

it with chemicals so that the style lasts for several months



Natural:ou do not have any chemical 

on or in your hair to alter itsnatural curl 

pattern. For example: Relaxers, perms 

and texturizers are chemicals applied 

to the hair to change a person's natural 

hair pattern. A relaxer is a chemical 

that straightens the hair and alters the 

natural hair texture

Transitioning:Transitioning to 

natural hair is a simple process of 

growing out your natural texture before 

cutting off the processed or damaged 

ends







Straight 

Hair

● Type 1A hair is described as fine, very thin and soft with a 

noticeable shine.

● Type 1B hair is medium-textured and has more body than Type 

1A hair.

● Type 1C hair is the most resistant to curly styling and relatively 

coarse compared to other Type 1 hair types.



Wavy Hair 
Type 2 Wavy Hair: Type 2 is wavy hair that usually isn’t overly oily or very dry. The 
thought is that Type 2 hair falls right in the middle of Type 1 and Type 3.

● Type 2A hair is fine and thin. It is relatively easy to handle from a styling 
perspective because it can easily be straightened or curled.● Type 2B hair characteristically has waves that tend to adhere to the shape of 
your head.

● Type 2C hair will frizz easily and it is fairly coarse



Kinky Hair Type 4 Kinky Hair: Type 4 is “kinky” or more appropriately full of tight coils (tightly curled hair). Typically, Type 

4 hair is also extremely wiry and fragile.

Often times, it appears to be coarse, however, it is really very fine, with several thin hair strands densely packed 

together. Note that type 4 hair is one of the most common hair types found in black hair (African American hair).● Type 4A hair is full of tight coils. It has an “S” pattern when stretched, much like Type 3 curly hair.

● Type 4B hair has a less defined pattern of curls and looks more like a “Z” as the hair bends with very 

sharp angles.



Strands



Curly Hair 
Type 3 Curly Hair: Curly hair textures have a definite “S” shaped curl pattern. 
Since the cuticle doesn’t lay flat, you will notice that curly hair isn’t nearly as shiny 
as Type 1 (straight hair) or Type 2 (wavy hair) hair types.

● Type 3A hair is very shiny and loose.● Type 3B hair has a medium amount curls, ranging from bouncy ringlets 
(spiral like curls of hair) to tight corkscrews (spiral-shaped corkscrew 
curls).



Strand Texture

● Thready – This thready hair texture has a low sheen and a bright shine when the hair is stretched. 
This hair texture should have low frizz and get wet easily. Even though this hair texture wets easily, the 
water will dry out very quickly.

● Wiry – This hair texture sparkly glossy appearance with very little shine and low frizz. When the wiry 
hair texture is wet, the water will bead up or bounce off the hair strands. This hair texture is more 
difficult to get fully wet.

● Cottony – The cottony hair texture has a low sheen, a bright shine when the hair is stretched and is 
usually is highly frizzy. The cottony texture absorbs water very quickly; however, it doesn’t get 
completely wet very fast.

● Spongy – The spongy hair texture absorbs water (like a sponge) and has a high sheen and low shine.
● Silky – The silky texture has a low sheen and a bright high shine. The level of expected frizz with this 

hair texture can vary substantially. Silky hair becomes completely wet very easily.



● L = If your hair is dominated by right angles and substantially bends with nearly no curve, 
then you’re considered a pattern “L”.

● O = If your hair strand curls or coils significantly and appear to be shaped like the letter 
“O”, then you’re considered a pattern “O”.

● I = If your hair has no distinctive curls or bends and primarily lies flat against your head, 
then you’re considered a pattern “I”.

● S = If your hair strand has “S” shaped curls or waves with defined hills and valleys, then 
you’re considered a pattern “S”.

Understanding Your Pattern 



Questions ?



Tomorrow is: Natural Hair Maintenance 
Porosity Test 


